
BBO Friends ‘Chat’ Policy 

 
I am delighted to welcome ‘friends of friends’ who have heard about our BBO Friends group and 

have asked to join, but who may not be fully aware of its origin and primary purpose. 

Many of our current members only started playing bridge two years ago, in the NG34Bridge Learning 

Group. Last year they progressed to playing ‘gentle’ duplicate bridge at the recently re-formed 

Sleaford Bridge Club (SBC), where they could continue to develop their bridge in SBC’s very 

supportive and friendly environment, without feeling uncomfortable that they were falling below 

the expectations of their more experienced opponents or partner. 

When COVID 19 arrived and Club bridge came to a sudden halt, I set about getting as many of our 

NG34bridge members as possible onto BBO, so that they could continue to play bridge with one 

another, and now that everyone has got the hang of BBO, competitive events such as the Summer 

League and Ladder were a  natural next step. These cannot replace the social interface that a 

weekly club event offers, but do offer a way in which all our members can maintain friendships 

with the whole NG34bridge group, and make new friendships, in a gentle, competitive setting. 

The competitive element adds extra spice, but is very much a secondary ingredient. 

While playing on BBO, the only form of communication we have available is through ‘Chat’, and as 

we will all be aware from our experience with SMS messages, written messages can often be 

misinterpreted. So, can I ask that, while playing a BBO Friends competitive match, you avoid 

using ‘Chat’ to critique your partner’s bidding or play, or that of yourself or your opponents, 

while the match is in progress, even if your intention is to be helpful. And do not gloat about 

how well you or your partner have just played a hand, or how a risky gamble has paid off, or 

how lucky you were not to be doubled, especially if poor bidding or play from your opponents 

may have been a contributory factor in your success.     

Supportive short messages such as ‘tup’ (thank you partner), ‘wpp’, ‘vwpp ‘, wpo’, ‘hlp’, are fine. 

Anything more than that should be reserved for post-match discussion. (The BBO Hand Records 

facility is brilliant for this.) 

 

 
Many thanks 

 

 
Terry 


